BACtrack View
The world’s first smartphone-based remote alcohol monitoring system

BACtrack View is accurate, mobile and easy to use for both on-demand and random testing. When monitoring others, you’ll receive notifications for all test activity on your smartphone. Test subjects simply blow into the BACtrack Mobile Pro unit, a police-grade breathalyzer that features our Xtend® Fuel Cell Sensor. A photo is taken, the test time, date and location are confirmed, and test results are delivered in real-time. BACtrack View BAC tests are tamper-proof, too.

Key Features

• Free Use of Police-Grade BACtrack Mobile Smartphone Breathalyzer
• Photo-Verified, Time, Date and Location-Stamped BAC results
• Scheduled, Random, and On-Demand Testing Options
• No Equipment Costs
• No Activation Fees or Contracts
• Corporate Packages Available
• Revenue Sharing Options
How It Works

Add a User & Testing Schedule
Choose on-demand or schedule random alcohol testing for someone you'd like to monitor remotely or for self-testing.

Request a BAC Test
Automated notifications tell a user when it's time to test. BACtrack Mobile and the BACtrack View app offer easy and discreet BAC testing.

Get Real-Time Results
Photo and location-verified BAC results are captured and saved via the app, and easily shared with others.

What do I need to use BACtrack View?
Anyone taking breath alcohol tests will need a BACtrack Mobile breathalyzer and an iOS device (iPhone, iPad, iPod touch). Anyone monitoring someone's BAC results or viewing verified BAC results will need an iOS device only.

Is there a contract?
There are no contracts nor activation fees. Start and stop using BACtrack View at your convenience.
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